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Abstract—In this paper, we design a mobile terminal campus comprehensive service system, which is based on Android, and combines HTML, PHP scripting language programming, Java object-oriented programming, as well as using Phonegap open source framework, and use the MySQL user database design. From function, form a comprehensive service system integrating new plate, life plate and learning plate, convenient to college students in the practical application of all kinds of information query and similar interests together.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of science and technology, the function of mobile phones is no longer just for the convenience of contacting people, more and more people use it to entertain or work. The reason why smart phones can fit into our lives in a short time is because of the launch of the android operating system and the full application of 4G technology and wireless network. Android [1] is a set of the real meaning of open platform for mobile devices integrated, with the birth of 3G network, mobile terminal is no longer the terminal of communication network, but the emergence of 4G network makes it the terminal of Internet. The application of the intelligent mobile terminal have very big development space, and college students are the larger group of intelligent end users, therefore, there are some mobile applications for college students, but the function is not comprehensive enough, so it cannot be combined closely with the resources of colleges and the students' life and learning to provide good service for the students, therefore, developing a comprehensive campus service system [2] based on Android is of great significance[3], which will solve these problems well.

II. B/S STRUCTURE

B/S structure [4] is an improved structure of C/S structure with the rise of web technology. Based on the C/S structure, it mainly simplifies the client load, centralizes the core part of the system function to the server side, and realizes the cross-platform access to the computer and various resources on the network. The B/S structure can be divided into three units: presentation layer (Web Browser), functional layer (Web Server with application extension function), data layer (database Server). In the Browser/Server system, the user can send a request to the server side of the network through the client browser, the server receives and processes the request, and then returns the data requested by the user (web file, picture, sound, etc.) to the browser.

III. PHONEGAP

Phonegap is an open-source development framework for Adobe, using HTML, Javascript and CSS technology to develop cross-platform mobile applications. Phonegap supports cross-platform, provides hardware response control and has rich plug-ins to call.

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

A. System Operating Environment

The entire system works with the front-end Android client and the back-end including the web server and the database server. WEB server is configured with open source free...
Apache2.4 and Tomcat7.0 server integration, Apache only supports static pages such as HTML, but it is fast and efficient, while Tomcat can run JSP pages and Servlet other than HTML, a combination of these make the system run in a good environment, enhances the working efficiency of the system, The system web database data store uses MySQL database.

B. System Framework

When users in the use, first from a static HTML page, a web browser response to a user action, through HTTP requests the user requests to the web server, the server to its operating data processing. This process includes the JSP initialization model as the controller and calls the JSP as the view. JavaBeans performs the corresponding business logic processing capabilities based on the user's actions through the interface, simultaneously calling the data from the database and storing the processing results into the database, and uploading the information to the JSP page. This process is the data interaction between the server and the database, and then the HTTP response is finally interpreted by the Web server, and the server processing result is returned to the user terminal, which enables the user to get the required information or data.

C. System Function Design

1) System client function analysis: The system is divided into three functional sections from the point of view of the users. They are the freshmen who help freshmen integrate into college life more quickly, and the life and learning sections for all the students in the university. Basic covers all the campus information that students need on the Internet.

a) The new plate: It includes student cart instructions, reporting process, map and transportation, campus profile, campus network and school bus schedule. In map and transportation, the map and navigation are called by accessing the autonavi map SDK, to facilitate journey; The campus network illustrates the usage and billing rules of the Intranet, so that students can easily surf the Internet on campus. The school bus will be run on the school bus schedule at regular intervals to facilitate teachers and students to arrange the trip.

b) Life plate: It includes club introduction, second-hand trading platform, communication platform and part-time platform. Among them, Second-hand trading platform can make some idle articles be digested inside the campus. Since the scope is small, it can be seen in real life, so it is convenient to trade. Exchange BBS to allow groups of common interest to communicate or organize various activities; Part-time information will be posted on the part-time platform, including the location of the work and the specific salary.

c) The learning plate: It includes mutual excitation platform, optional course notes, examination inquiry, library and schedule. Among them, the mutual excitation platform is similar to the small learning BBS, which is divided into four and six levels, the entrance examination area and the examination area of various certificates; There will be some attentions and procedures in the course selection. The library module not only has the function of the online library, but also shows the number of people in the library in real time, and avoids the embarrassing situation where the library has no location. You can choose to add courses manually or to load the schedule directly according to the educational system.

2) System server function analysis

Android client uses the integrated development tool Android Studio to develop. The Web server is developed with PHP, mainly considering the high efficiency of PHP, strong cross-platform, and perfect cooperation with MySQL.

The front-end Android client is mainly responsible for user login and campus information, class schedule query, performance query and other information query plates. Users in the Android client after a successful login, click on the corresponding query function button, at this time the request, Via WiFi or 4G wireless network will command is passed to the backend web server, database and query the background, then the query results returned in the JSON data format, using the Android UI design should be displayed in a grid view to the client.

Learning and live communication module mainly divided into four parts, respectively is second-hand trading platform and communication platform, mutual excited platform and part-time platform, the four platforms from different functions to achieve the exchange of information between users. Through the intermediary role of the server, users can communicate directly on the client side, so that students, teachers and parents can communicate effectively through the network.
Database Design

Database design[^7] is for a given application environment, constructing the optimal database model, establish a database and application systems, to store data effectively and meet the application requirements of various users (information requirements and processing requirements).

Based on the system function analysis, for the user to have good experience and query to the appropriate useful information, the system database will mainly establish student information table, student performance table, corporate information table, course inquiry form and so on.

V. CONCLUSION

This system is mainly based on the Android system, which adopts the open source framework of Phonegap and the MySQL database, and interacts with users through the web server. Android platform to promote the technology innovation, and developers can very convenient to design the characteristic products, including the comprehensive service system for students' campus life service, which is close to the user's life, making the technology better serve for the students, and has great market development potential.
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